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abstract
Identifying the most influential individuals spreading ideas, information, or infectious
diseases is a topic receiving significant attention from network researchers, since such
identification can assist or hinder information dissemination, product exposure, and
contagious disease detection. Hub nodes, high betweenness nodes, high closeness nodes,
and high k-shell nodes have been identified as good initial spreaders. However, few efforts
have been made to use node diversity within network structures to measure spreading
ability. The two-step framework described in this paper uses a robust and reliable measure
that combines global diversity and local features to identify the most influential network
nodes. Results from a series of Susceptible–Infected–Recovered (SIR) epidemic simulations
indicate that our proposed method performs well and stably in single initial spreader
scenarios associated with various complex network datasets.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
The network-spreading phenomenon is the focus of studies ranging from information diffusion via online social media
sites, to viral marketing, to epidemic disease identification and control, to cascading failures in electrical power grids and the
Internet, among many others [1–9]. Strategies for identifying key spreaders are being established and tested to accelerate
information dissemination, increase product exposure, detect contagious disease outbreaks, and execute early intervention
strategies [10]. Topological structure is a core concept in this network spreading identification process [1,2].
In social network analyses, centrality measures for identifying influential network nodes are broadly categorized as local
or global [3,7,11]. Degree centrality, defined as the number of nodes that a focal node is connected to, measures node
involvement in a network. However, techniques favored by most researchers for measuring the influence of network nodes
fail to consider the importance of global topological structures. The two most widely used global centrality measures for
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overcoming these limitations are betweenness and closeness. Betweenness centrality, which assesses the degree to which
a node lies on the shortest path between two other nodes, determines network flow. Closeness centrality is defined as the
inverse sum of the shortest distances from a focal node to all other nodes. Influence is tied to the occupation of advantageous
network positions. Three basic sources of advantages are high degree, high closeness, and high betweenness. In simple
network structures, these advantages tend to vary individually. In complex networks, the potential exists for significant
disjunctures among these position characteristics, meaning that a spreader’s location may be advantageous in some ways
and disadvantageous in others.
In addition to centrality measures, results from a k-shell decomposition analysis indicate that network nodes located
in core layers are capable of spreading throughout a much broader area than nodes located in peripheral layers [1,2].
Although the spreading capability of each node differs, those with similar k-shell values are perceived as having equal
importance. A method for ranking the network spreading ability of nodes in terms of degree centrality in identical k-shell
layers for purposes of adjusting rank lists has been proposed [8]. To rank spreaders, a method referred to as mixed degree
decomposition (MDD) adds otherwise ignored degree nodes to the decomposition process [3,6,12]. Still, researchers have
shown a tendency to overlook the importance of network topology and node diversity, despite their positive correlations
with factors such as community economic development [13]. Further, the entropy values of locations visited by users
are positively correlated with the numbers of social ties those same users have in a social network [14]. The combined
entropy values of node degree, betweenness, and closeness centralities have been applied to create complex network
visualizations [15,16].
Inspired by past studies of network topology and node diversity, we used the entropy concept to develop a robust and
reliable method for measuring the spreading capability of nodes, and for identifying super-spreader nodes in complex
networks. This measure can be used to analyze the numbers of global network topological layers and local neighborhood
nodes that are affected by specific individual nodes. Our assumption is that k-shell decomposition [1,2] can be used for
purposes of global analysis, with nodes having high degrees of global diversity and local centrality capable of penetrating
multiple global layers and influencing large numbers of neighbors in the local layers of a complex network. To measure node
influence, we propose a two-step framework for acquiring global and local node information within complex networks. In
the first step, global node information is obtained using algorithms such as a community detection algorithm for complex
networks [5,17,18] or a k-shell decomposition algorithm for core/periphery network layers, after which entropy is used
to evaluate the global diversity of network nodes. In the second step, local node information is acquired through the
use of various types of local centrality, including degree centrality. Last, global diversity and local features are combined
to determine node influence. In our experiments, spreading ability was measured as the total number of recovered
nodes over time. We compared the spreading capability of the proposed measure and the local/global centralities of the
social network using an SIR (susceptible–infective–recovered) epidemic simulation [2,19,20] with various social network
datasets [21–25].
2. Background
To represent a complex social network, let an undirected graph G = (V , E ), where V is the node set and E the edge set
of the network. Let n = |V | indicate the number
  of network nodes and m = |E | the number of edges. Network structure is
represented as an adjacency matrix A = aij and aij ∈ Rn , where aij = 1 if a link exists between nodes i and j, otherwise
aij = 0.
Degree (or local) centrality is a simple yet effective method for measuring node influence in a complex network. Let Cd (i)
denote the degree centrality of node i. A high-degree centrality indicates a large number of connections between a node and
its neighbors. NBh (i) denotes the set of neighbors of node i at a h-hop distance. The degree centrality of node i is therefore
defined as
Cd (i) = |NBh (i)| =

n


aij

(1)

j =1

where |NBh (i)| is the number of neighbors of node i at the h-hop distance; in most cases, h = 1 [7].
Betweenness centrality or dependency measures the proportion of the shortest paths going through a node in a complex
network. Let Cb (i) denote the betweenness centrality of node i. A high betweenness value indicates that a complex network
node is located along an important communication path. Accordingly, the betweenness centrality of node i is defined as
Cb (i) =


s̸=t ̸=v∈V

Qst (i)
Qst

(2)

where Qst (i) is the number of shortest paths from node s to node t through node i, and Qst the total number of shortest paths
from node s to node t [3,7,11].
Closeness (also known as global) centrality measures the average length of the shortest paths from one node to other
nodes. Let Cl (i) denote the closeness centrality of node i. A high closeness centrality value indicates that a node is located in
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Fig. 1. The SIR (susceptible–infected–recovered) epidemic simulation model.

the center of a complex network, and that the average distance from that node to other nodes is shorter compared to nodes
with low closeness centrality. The closeness centrality of node i is defined as
Cl (i) =

1
li

,

li =

n
1 

n

·

dij

(3)

j =1

where li is the average length of the shortest paths from node i to the other nodes, and dij is the distance from node i to node
j [11].
The k-shell decomposition [1,2] iteratively assigns a k-shell layer value to every node in a complex network. During the
first step, let k = 1 and remove all nodes where Cd (n) = k = 1. Following removal, the degrees of some remaining network
nodes may be k = 1. Nodes are continuously pruned from the network until there are no k = 1 nodes. All removed nodes are
assigned a k-shell value of ks = 1. The next step entails a similar process: let k = 2, prune nodes, and assign a k-shell value
of 2 to all removed nodes. This procedure is repeated until all network nodes are removed and assigned k-shell indexes. The
method reveals the significant features of a complex network—for example, all Internet nodes can be classified as nuclei,
peer-connected components, or isolated components [1].
There are slight differences in the k-shell index and k-core layer concepts. The k-shell index is a global indicator
representing the network core layer that a node is located in. A higher k-shell index represents inner core layer nodes
that are more important than periphery layer nodes. The k-core layer is a sub-network consisting of nodes having ks k-shell
indexes that exceed a given value k [1,2]. High k-shell index nodes are capable of infecting a larger number of neighbors
than nodes with identical degree centrality values [2,6,8].
According to the global measures described above, node network positions are determined by analyzing whole network
structures and the relative relationships of neighboring node network positions. Node network position information is
acquired by computing the shortest paths of all pairs in terms of their betweenness centrality and the average length of
all shortest paths in their closeness centrality. Decomposing k-shell network structure from periphery layer to core layer
indicates the global property involving the entire network structure; in contrast, ‘‘local’’ indicators involve node information
such as the number of connections.
The SIR epidemic model shown in Fig. 1 [2,19,20] has been widely used in multiple fields to study the theoretical
spreading processes of information, rumors, biological diseases, and other phenomena within populations. The ‘‘infectious’’
concept is a general property of the spreading phenomena described above. Using epidemiology jargon, ideas and rumors
can be represented as disease pathogens causing infected individuals to spread a disease among a larger population.
The individual may have pathogen antibodies after recovering or receiving a vaccine, and therefore become incapable of
reinfection. Due to this characteristic, the SIR epidemic model is widely used as a general-purpose model to describe the
states of a disease and to study contagious spreading processes. Regarding a population’s social network structure, the SIR
model can be applied to network spreading dynamics, with disease transmission an example of a general network spreading
phenomenon. The SIR model has been modified and extended (e.g., SEIR [26] and SIHR [27]) to study the spreading dynamics
of different diseases and rumors within networks [28].
The SIR model consists of three states: susceptible (S), infective (I), and recovered (R). S set nodes are susceptible to
information or diseases, I set nodes are capable of infecting neighbors, and R set nodes are immune and cannot be reinfected.
Initially, almost all network nodes are in the S set, with a small number of infected nodes (sometimes a single individual)
acting as spreaders. During each time step, I nodes infect their neighbors at a pre-established infection rate β , after which
they become recovered nodes at a recovery rate of γ . Let S (t ) denote the number of susceptible nodes at time t, I (t ) the
number of infected nodes at time t, R(t ) the number of recovered nodes at time t, and ρ (t ) = R(t )/N the proportion of
immune nodes. The total number of nodes in an SIR model is S (t ) + I (t ) + R (t ) = n.
3. The proposed measure
The influential social network spreader should satisfy two network topology conditions: high global diversity and high
local features. First, node global diversity is determined by the network positions of neighbors. Greater differences in
neighbor position information increase node diversity—that is, neighbors are distributed equally in all network layers
(communities), otherwise they have similar network positions. There is an expectation that high global diversity nodes
will spread information, ideas, or rumors very quickly in the early stages of the spreading process. Second, the local features
of nodes are measured using the sum of neighbor connections. Here the expectation is that high local feature nodes will
trigger an early and rapid accumulation of contagious transmissions among a large number of candidate nodes.
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Fig. 2. The proposed two-step framework for computing the influence of network nodes.

The two-step framework shown in Fig. 2 is our proposed method for obtaining global and local node information in a
complex network. In step 1, global algorithms (e.g., community detection, graph clustering, k-shell decomposition) are used
to analyze the global features of nodes in a complex network. Results are used to compute the global diversity of nodes.
In step 2, degree centrality is used to measure local node features. Last, global diversity and local features are combined to
determine the final influence of complex network nodes.
In step 1, the k-shell decomposition method was used as an example for obtaining global information about nodes in a
complex network. The k-shell values of nodes were obtained to calculate global diversity in terms of Shannon’s entropy [29],
which was then used to describe how many network layers are affected by a node. According to Eq. (4) definition, maximum
entropy indicates a case in which a node is capable of connecting equally with all layers of a complex network, and a
minimum entropy of 0 indicates a case in which all connections of a node are in the same layer of a complex network.
As shown in Fig. 3, the k-shell entropy of node i, which ensures that its neighbors’ k-shell values are much more diverse, is
defined as
ksmax

E i ( Xi ) = −



 

 

pi xj · log2 pi xj

(4)

j =1

 

pi xj =

 
xj 

(5)

ksmax



xj

j =1

Êi (Xi ) =

Ei (Xi ) − Emin
log2 ksmax − Emin

(6)

where Xi = {1, 2, . . . , ksmax } denotes the k-shell values of the neighbors of node i, pi xj the probability of the xj -core

 
 
layer of neighbors, xj  the number of nodes in the xj -core layer of the complex network, and Êi (Xi ) the normalized k-core
entropy required for the case under consideration.
In step 2, the node’s degree centrality is used to analyze the value of local features in the complex network; the degree
centrality of neighbors is also considered. A high influence value indicates that a node and its neighbors have high degree
centrality, in turn indicating that the node is capable of reaching the widest possible local range. The local feature of node i
is defined as


Li = log2




Cd (j)

(7)

j∈NBh=1 (i)

L̂i =

Li − Lmin
Lmax − Lmin

(8)
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Fig. 3. An illustration of k-shell entropy to describe how neighbors are distributed in the network layers.

where Cd (j) is the degree centrality of neighbor j and NBh=1 (i) the neighbor set of node i at a h-hop distance. Li (i) can
be extended to become a ‘‘neighbor’s neighbor’’ version, meaning that all neighbors of node i with a 2-hop distance are
considered, and that L̂i (i) is the normalized local feature required for the case under consideration.
According to the definition of an influential spreader, Ei and Li are considered simultaneously to maximize the spreading
capability of node i in a complex network. The identified nodes are expected to connect to hub nodes in different network
layers. Finally, global diversity Ei and local feature Li are combined to denote IF i , the final influence of node i, defined as
IF i = Ei · Li .

(9)

Time and space complexities are important for some applications; those of the proposed two-step framework (including
the combined step) are presented in Fig. 2. In step one, the time complexity associated with computing global diversity
value E is O (⟨k⟩ · n), meaning that each node visits all of its neighbors to acquire k-shell values, where ⟨k⟩ is the average
node degree centrality, and space complexity is denoted
as the O (n) of storing the E values of nodes. In step two, the time

complexity of computing local feature value L is O ⟨k⟩2 · n , meaning that each node accumulates the sum of its neighbors’
degree centrality values, and where space complexity is denoted as the O (n) of storing the L values of nodes. In the combined
step, the time complexity is O (n), meaning that final influence IF values are E multiplied by L (or an adding operation if
introducing the logarithm to equation [11]),
as the O (n) of
 and space complexity
 is denoted

 storing the IF values of nodes.
Total time complexity is expressed as O ⟨k⟩2 · n + ⟨k⟩ · n + n = O ⟨k⟩2 + ⟨k⟩ + 1 · n and total space complexity as
O (n + n + n) = O (3n), which can be reduced to O
(n) by storing
 E,L and IF values in the same memory space and ignoring
the combined step to reduce time complexity to O ⟨k⟩2 + ⟨k⟩ · n .
4. Experimental results and discussion
Basic complex network properties and results from an analysis of giant connected component (GCC) network structures
are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4, respectively. The correlation coefficient r in Fig. 4 is classified as high (r = 0.7), medium
(0.4 5 r < 0.7), or low (r < 0.4) [30]. Based on these classifications, Fig. 4(a) shows the correlation between E and the
k-shell index. Communication network types identified as having high correlations include Email-Contacts (r = 0.82),
Email-Enron (r = 0.78), and PolBlogs (r = 0.74)—that is, in these networks high global diversity nodes, located in inner
core layers, communicate with other network core layers. In Fig. 4(b), regarding the correlation between E and closeness,
the majority of network datasets (11 of 13) have at least medium correlations, meaning that high global diversity nodes
tend toward network centers and have lower communication costs than other nodes. In Fig. 4(c), regarding the correlation
between L and closeness, 12 of the 13 datasets had high correlations, indicating that high local feature nodes also tend toward
network centers and can be used to both approximate closeness centrality and reduce computational costs. In Fig. 4(d),
regarding the correlation between L and coreness [31], all network datasets had high correlations (r = 0.9), meaning
that L can also be used to approximate coreness—that is, the ability to reach the widest possible local range. In Fig. 4(e),
regarding correlations between E and L values, the majority of datasets had at least medium correlations, meaning that
higher correlations indicate a large number of core layers and neighbors being affected in a network.
In summary, high correlations were found in all results for the PolBlogs dataset. The network in the original PolBlogs
dataset was a directed network of hyperlinks among weblogs about US politics [22], meaning that frequent interaction and
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Fig. 4. Statistical results for the complex networks used in our spreading experiments. The scatter plot sub-figures are arranged from left to right in the
following order: (a) global diversity and k-shell index, (b) global diversity and closeness, (c) local features and closeness, (d) local features and coreness,
and (e) global diversity and local features. Correlation coefficients between x–y axis attributes are at the top of each sub-figure.
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Fig. 4. (continued)

communication occurred inside the network. In this type of network, network spreaders can be the most influential initial
nodes in the spreading of diseases, information, or rumors. However, according to the data shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4, we
cannot offer clear evidence indicating that basic network properties or correlation coefficients can be used to categorize
network structures in order to characterize complex network spreading dynamics.
For the spreading experiments we used three network dataset classifications: scientific collaboration, traditional
social, and other. Measures were degree, betweenness, and closeness centralities; k-shell decomposition; coreness [31];
PageRank [34]; and our proposed method. Spreading experiment and SIR epidemic model parameters were as follows:
5000 simulations for each network dataset, with each simulation consisting of 50 time steps and with the top-1 node for
each measure serving as the initial spreader. The β infection rates of the SIR epidemic model used in our experiments are
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Table 1
Properties of the real-world networks used in this project. We considered only the largest connected network components when the original network was
disconnected.
Network
Type

Collaboration

N

E

⟨c ⟩

ca-AstroPh

Co-authorship in
astro-ph of arxiv.org.
Co-authorship in
cond-mat category.
Co-authorship in gr-qc
category.
Co-authorship in
hep-ph category.
Co-authorship in
hep-th category.

17 903

196 972

0.63

504

22.00

56

13.11

2.99

0.20 0.02

0.03

21 363

91 286

0.64

279

8.55

25

5.12

2.63

0.13 0.04

0.05

4 158

13 422

0.56

81

6.46

43

4.58

2.79

0.64 0.06

0.15

11 204

117 619

0.62

491

21.00

238

15.93

6.23

0.63 0.01

0.05

8 638

24 806

0.48

65

5.74

31

3.41

2.26

0.24 0.08

0.12

198

2 742

0.62

100

27.70

29

17.27

1.40

0.02 0.03

0.04

12 625

20 362

0.11

576

3.23

23

1.65

34.25

−0.39 0.01 0.05

33 696

180 811

0.51

1383

10.73

43

5.73

13.27

−0.12 0.01 0.05

297

2 148

0.29

134

14.46

10

7.98

1.80

−0.16 0.04 0.06

62

159

0.26

12

5.13

4

3.16

1.33

−0.04 0.15 0.15

77

254

0.57

36

6.60

9

4.73

1.83

−0.17 0.08 0.08

379

914

0.74

34

4.82

8

3.47

1.66

−0.08 0.12 0.20

1 222

16 714

0.32

351

27.36

36

14.82

2.97

−0.22 0.01 0.02

ca-CondMat
ca-GrQc
ca-HepPh
ca-HepTh
Jazz-Musicians

Social
Email-Contacts

Email-Enron
C. elegansNeural
Other

Dolphins
LesMis
NetScience
PolBlogs

Collaborations among
1920s jazz musicians.
Email contacts in the
Computer Science
Department of
University College,
London.
Enron email dataset.
Neural network of the
C. elegans nematode.
Frequent associations
among 62 dolphins.
Les Miserables
network.
Network science
collaborations.
Political blogs.

ksmax ⟨ks⟩

β

Description

kmax

⟨k⟩

βthd

Network

H

r

H = ⟨k⟩/⟨k⟩2 , degree heterogeneity [32].
βthd = ⟨k⟩/⟨k⟩, theoretical epidemic threshold [33].

shown in Table 1. According to at least one previous study, a large infection rate makes no difference in terms of spreading
measures [2]. To assign a suitable infection rate for each network dataset, infection rates were determined by comparing
the theoretical epidemic threshold βthd with the number used in referenced studies [31]. The recovery rate was always set
at γ = 1 [2], meaning that every node in the infected set I entered recovered set R immediately after infecting its neighbors.
Network-based simulation steps were as follows:
Step 1. During initialization, all nodes are in the S state except for the (top-1) initial spreader, which is in the I state.
Step 2. During each time step t, each node in the I state randomly infects its neighbors according to an infection rate
β , and then enters the R state (i.e., γ = 1). The ρ (t ) cumulative incidence of contagion is the number of recovered nodes
calculated at the end of each time step.
Step 3. Repeat step 2 until the maximum time step requirement is satisfied—or, if necessary, when the I state set is
empty [2].
Experimental results and details regarding spreading dynamics (i.e., ρ (50) results) are shown in Fig. 5 and Table 2. We
found that the leading group could be defined as the spreading result of measures that are larger than the maximum result
minus an inaccuracy factor of 1%, expressed as
LG = {m | pm (t ) ≥ (pmax (t ) − err ∗ pmax (t )) , m ∈ M and err ∈ [0, 1]}

(10)

where M is the set of measures used in the experiment, pmax (t ) the maximum result at time t, err the inaccuracy rate (0.01),
and time step t = 50.
The number of recovered nodes ρ (t ) was used to measure and rank the spreading capability of various measures. The
leading group can help determine the stability of a measure for identifying the influence of nodes in different networks.
The measures inside the leading group had approximately the same spreading capability. The average rank in Table 2 was
used to interpret the expected rank in different networks: a measure with a lower average rank was viewed as having better
discrimination in terms of identifying good spreaders.
According to the inside leading group number (an indicator of measure stability), our proposed method performed well in
terms of identifying the most influential nodes in different networks. Based on our experiment results, the proposed method
is capable of identifying nodes that serve as good spreaders with global diversity in a complex network. In addition to being
within the leading group, the method also had a better ranking compared to other measures within that group. The identified
influence spreaders were capable of reaching large numbers of network nodes through their diverse global connections, of
affecting network layers, and of exerting a maximum spreading effect on network layers. The degree centrality of a node
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Fig. 5. Spreading dynamics results for different networks. Measurements shown are betweenness (gray), closeness (orange), degree (yellow), k-shell
(blue), proposed method (cyan), coreness (magenta) and PageRank (red).
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Table 2
Comparison of simulation results from different measures (including our proposed method) in experiments using the real-world networks shown in Table 1.
Network

ρ(t = 50)

Giant connected component (GCC)

Degree

Betweenness

Closeness

k-core

Coreness

PageRank

Proposed

ca-AstroPh
ca-CondMat
ca-GrQc
ca-HepPh
ca-HepTh
Jazz-Musicians
Email-Contacts
Email-Enron
C. elegansNeural
Dolphins
LesMis
NetScience
PolBlogs

0.19881
0.04863
0.14623
0.19521
0.11264
0.30345
0.04906
0.10085
0.19095
0.10673
0.09011
0.07974
0.13363

0.19836
0.04826
0.11686
0.19426
0.10705
0.30364
0.05335
0.09977
0.19222
0.07755
0.08942
0.04797
0.10036

0.19864
0.04854
0.11825
0.19521
0.13591
0.30246
0.05391
0.16191
0.19164
0.07576
0.08934
0.04826
0.13064

0.17747
0.02867
0.14691
0.19514
0.06916
0.21777
0.05344
0.16184
0.06277
0.07347
0.07856
0.08051
0.08887

0.19872
0.05232
0.14672
0.19505
0.06787
0.31561
0.05391
0.16191
0.19183
0.10691
0.07647
0.07993
0.13472

0.19872
0.04845
0.07487
0.19521
0.11483
0.30403
0.01347
0.10076
0.19026
0.10691
0.08865
0.04835
0.10145

0.19845
0.05231
0.14504
0.19417
0.13572
0.30602
0.05391
0.16191
0.19281
0.08744
0.08942
0.08022
0.13541

Inside leading group number:
Average rank:

10
3.3846

6
5.1538

9
3.6154

5
5.2308

11
2.8462

6
4.3077

12
2.5385

Bold, measurement result is inside the leading network group.
Subscript, rank of network in the measurement.

and its neighbors can be used to maintain the number of contact nodes in the local layer of a complex network. However,
important differences were noted among measures. For example, the closeness measure performed well in the top-1 position
of the ca-HepTh, ca-HepTh, Email-Contacts and Email-Enron networks (Table 2), but not in the Jazz-Musicians, Dolphins or
NetScience networks. Since the characteristic the measure wanted to capture may not have been sufficiently strong in those
networks, the most influential spreaders could not be identified.
Global diversity ⟨k⟩ and local feature ⟨k⟩ averages were used to determine the expected effect of certain combinations of
factors, to classify network nodes into four categories, and to explain why the two definition conditions should be satisfied.
For node type (a), Ei ≥ ⟨k⟩ and Li ≥ ⟨k⟩—that is, those nodes identified as influential spreaders were capable of using the
advantages of global diversity and local features to affect most network layers, and to infect a large number of neighbors
(e.g., hubs) during the early stages of the spreading process. Accordingly, this node type is said to have maximum spreading
ability. For node type (b), Ei ≥ ⟨k⟩ and Li < ⟨k⟩—that is, nodes affected many different network layers, but were only capable
of infecting a small number of neighborhood nodes, meaning that the spreading range was dependent on whether neighbors
were located in the inner core layer or throughout the high k-core layer; accordingly, this node type has high potential for
spreading activity. For node type (c), Ei < ⟨k⟩ and Li ≥ ⟨k⟩—that is, nodes could only affect one or a small number of network
layers, but they infected large numbers of neighbors. Here the spreading range was dependent on whether neighbors were
located in a high k-core layer rather than a cluster; this type of node has the same potential as type (b) for spreading activity.
For node type (d), Ei < ⟨k⟩ and Li < ⟨k⟩—that is, nodes could only affect one or a small number of network layers and
infect a small number of neighbors, indicating that the spreading range was constrained to periphery layers, and indicating
minimum spreading capability.
Although the proposed method underscores the robustness and stability of identifying the most influential nodes of
different networks, its limitations may be dependent on the type of node involved. For example, for node type (c), the
maximum k-shell values of a network will be lower and network sizes considerably smaller in the absence of global diversity
in a complex network. As shown in Table 2, nodes with high global diversity in the Dolphins network could not be identified.
In that case, the spreading ability of nodes identified by our proposed method decreased to the degree centrality (ignoring the
first term), and the influence of nodes was limited to local network layers. In the absence of global diversity, Eq. (9) becomes
IF i ≈ Li , which favors local network layers (i.e., degree centrality). In addition, the Êi (Xi ) normalized global diversity values
produced by our proposed method are similar to the participation coefficients reported by Teitelbaum et al. [35], and the
high global diversity of nodes that we observed are similar to those of connector hubs and kinless hubs, both of which have
distinct participation coefficients.
Weighting schemes are usually added to equations to adjust the weights of different terms. However, we wanted to avoid
problems associated with parameter optimization among different networks, therefore we made a purposeful decision to
keep our equation simple and to not add a weighting scheme in this particular study. Another advantage of this decision is
that the weights of different equation terms may be determined according to the network topology structure. For example,
assume that the weights of global diversity E and local feature L are introduced into the IF equation. In the Dolphins network,
global diversity E is absent and therefore can be ignored, making IF ≈ L and allowing the use of local feature L to determine
node importance. This is similar to setting the assumed weights of E and L as α = 0.1 and (1 − α) = 0.9. However, there
are disadvantages involving the detailed adjustment of weights and parameter optimization, which cannot be applied to
different network datasets for the specified purposes.
A growing number of complex network and social network researchers are using data-driven approaches to study the
spreading phenomena of online social media and websites. For example, Pei et al. [36,37] have tracked information flow
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involving actual diffusion processes using Facebook, LiveJournal, Twitter, and other online social network datasets. They
used the sum of nearest neighbors’ degrees to approximate a global measure (i.e., k-core decomposition), and found that
the approximate measure performed almost as well as a k-shell index, and outperformed degree centrality and PageRank.
Assuming that a network topology structure and actual information flow can be fully obtained, our proposed two-step
framework can be applied to a data-driven approach as follows:
Step 1: Deploy the search algorithm (i.e., BFS) to extract the actual diffusion range of users and to calculate their global
diversity E using a k-shell index or estimated values. Global diversity E in a data-driven approach is called actual-based
diversity. In this paper global diversity is called topology-based diversity.
Step 2: Use local features to calculate how many neighbors may be infected during the spreading process.
Step 3: Combine actual-based global diversity Eactual and local feature L to acquire the network’s node influence IF actual .
A data-driven approach has great potential for directly analyzing actual user diffusion process data and for obtaining node
influence values, as opposed to using a theoretical SIR or SIS model to analyze the spreading ability of nodes in a network.
However, in cases involving a network topology structure and partial user data, a topology-based approach and theoretical
epidemic model may still be useful in analyzing and identifying influential spreaders in a complex social network.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we described our proposal for a two-step framework for calculating the influence of network nodes. In step
1, a global algorithm was used to analyze global node information, with the entropy concept from information theory used
to assist in measuring node global diversity. Affected global network layers could be identified using k-shell entropy. In step
2, the degree centralities of nodes and their neighbors were considered simultaneously in order to maintain the number of
affected neighbors in the local layer of a complex network. In the final step, global diversity and local features were combined
to determine the influence of nodes in the network. Our experimental results indicate that the proposed method performed
well and maintained stability in leading groups of different network datasets. In other words, the proposed method is capable
of identifying the most influential nodes as initial spreaders that disseminate information, ideas, or diseases in different
networks.
Our plans are to add considerable details to our analysis, to introduce a sophisticated method for evaluating spreading
ability, and to clarify how the proposed method is affected by network structure. For example, global algorithms such as
community detection algorithms can be used to analyze and obtain global information on community network structures,
and to determine how factors such as position and node role [35] affect the degree to which spreaders distribute information
or diseases throughout a complex network. We also plan to study strategies associated with multiple initial spreaders in
networks. Since overlapping infected areas for selected spreaders must be minimized [2], a multiple initial spreader scenario
may either accelerate or hinder spreading within a complex network.
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